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Abstract. Distributed information retrieval is a well-known approach
for accessing heterogeneous, highly autonomous sources of unstructured
information. Selecting and querying only a number of relevant sources
can help improve its performance, but most resource selection algorithms
are limited to syntactic comparisons.
We present a framework for applying resource selection in the context
of a semantic federated product information system, and evaluate the
performance of the well-known CORI resource selection algorithm in
this context.
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1 Introduction

Product information of companies are stored in many different sources, typically
due to organizational and technical requirements. This diversification prevents a
comprehensive view and seamless access to this information. Furthermore, most
of the relevant product information is only available in unstructured form.

We are therefore developing a federated product information system (FPIS)
[1] with regards to innovative application scenarios of five collaborating industry
partners (ABB, BMW, Deutsche Post DHL, Otto, SAP). It connects federated
heterogeneous information providers using semantic middleware. Structured in-
formation can already be integrated by semantically mapping their respective
schemas to an ontology using existing tools. One of our goals is to extract infor-
mation from documents as needed in order to associate them with an ontology.

The sheer number of documents produced in companies today can barely be
managed in a central document database. Distributed management of documents
allows for greater autonomy of the individual collections but requires a more
sophisticated approach to search. Centrally indexing these documents can only
be done if all collections are collaborative, i.e., if they provide immediate access
to all of their documents. An alternative is distributed information retrieval [2],
which issues a query to the search engines of each collection and merges all
results. It can be applied to all collections that provide a search interface.
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Drawbacks of distributed information retrieval are the potential processing
and communication overhead for a large number of collections and increased re-
sponse times if the response of a collection is delayed. Hence, a resource selection
algorithm is supposed to reduce the number of queried collections, typically to
those that are estimated to be relevant with regards to the query.

We evaluate the applicability of an existing well-known resource selection
algorithm for an FPIS on a corpus of industrial service documents, and propose
a framework which utilizes the available semantic information for improving
resource selection performance.

2 Related Work

With regards to resource selection, CORI [3] is one of the most popular algo-
rithms. It uses per collection statistical features to estimate the relevance of
collections, based on inference network document ranking. Queries are expected
to be a simple set of terms.

The actual computation estimates two components for each term: a term-
based measure Ti,t which uprates a term that occurs frequently in collection i
w.r.t. average and collection-specific number of different terms, and a collection-
evaluative measure which increases the impact of highly distinctive terms, e.g.,
terms that only occur in few collections. Each term in query Q = {t1, t2, . . . , tn}
is weighted equally.

Some drawbacks of CORI have been identified [4] and addressed by other
approaches. ReDDE [5] is less prone to disregard large collections if the collec-
tions are skewed, i.e., the collections vary considerably in size. For similarly sized
collections, results improve marginally. CRCS [6] and SUSHI [7] find that these
algorithms barely use the document samples of each collection and their scores
for each query, although they are valuable for assessing a collection’s relevance.
They also determine how many collections should be selected, whereas CORI
usually selects a fixed amount of them.

Collections are typically assumed to be independent, so relationships between
them are typically not taken into account by these algorithms. Hong et al. [8]
present a model that classifies resources not only on singular features for each
resource, but also on joint similarity between resources as an additional feature.
They estimate the importance of detecting the similarity by applying different
algorithms, and conclude that a similarity metric based on relevance for each
query performs better than a language model based Kullback-Leibler metric,
which performs worse than the common independent approach. The differences
are fairly small with TREC testbeds. However, the performance increases signif-
icantly for a real-world testbed, in particular for high precision values, i.e., the
topmost source ranking results.

Arguello and colleagues [9] extend the document-based selection with both
an estimated query topic and query click-through data. These three evidences,
namely corpus-based, query-categorical, and click-through features, are com-
bined using a machine learning algorithm, which is initialized with automatically
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generated training data. Evaluation of this approach shows that the categoriza-
tion of a query can improve the accuracy significantly if the collection sample is
small.

3 Resource Selection Concept

The resource selection is part of our current FPIS, the Aletheia prototype [1].
Similar to Arguello et al. [9], the proposed solution should be able to combine
several features for the final collection relevance assessment, but in a much more
extensible way as shown in Figure 1. The processing of such features is wrapped
as plugin components that can be applied flexibly depending on the actual sce-
nario. Connector components are the actual mediators communicating with the
federated information providers.
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Fig. 1. Architecture of a resource selection framework, in FMC notation

Knowledge based resource selection can be applied by using the Extraction
Service provided by the FPIS, which annotates the sampled documents seman-
tically. A semantic resource selection plugin may adapt this component by ap-
plying custom UIMA [10] annotators.

The integration of this federated query processing with other components of
the Aletheia Service Hub (not shown here) enables many other features, e.g.,
adding and modifying semantic tags for documents by the user.
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4 Preliminary Evaluation

In order to find out how existing algorithms perform, a CORI resource selection
plugin indexed different test sets before evaluating a range of queries.

4.1 Test Sets

The evaluation was executed on multiple test sets in order to find out how the
framework and algorithms perform. All test sets were derived from a collection of
real industrial documents, a subset of a project partner’s digital library compiled
for offline use. This library consists of

– A topical structure T (tree.xml) containing links to
– Node files (nodeId.xml) describing a set of documents D related to the node’s

topic, and
– 3.624 folders, each containing one of the documents d in D, with a total of

2.89GB of files.

This library is analysed and split into appropriately sized collections, assum-
ing that the content of a sub-tree’s referenced documents are related to a limited
set of topics as in, e.g., files of a certain workgroup. can As a first attempt, the
sum snode of the number of documents in its own node file and all sub-node’s
files is appended to each node in T . Then, an XPath [11] expression can be ap-
plied to find all nodes having a defined minimum and maximum collection size.
This approach, however, does not result in the expected collections because of
similar product’s node files often reference the same documents. Hence, the sum
of unique documents sunode

is usually much less than expected.
A second algorithm therefore not only counts the number of documents, but

traverses through T computing the list of unique documents for each node, not
including the documents of sub-nodes that form a collection themselves.

For some collections, the sum sunode
can still exceed the expected maximum

collection size. If they are composed of documents from multiple nodes in T they
may be split, but for the evaluated collections it is not reasonable to do so due to
the topical clustering. Using this algorithm, three test sets have been generated
as shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Test sets generated from the document samples

Test set #Collections Expected size range Overflow of sunode

TSsmall ≈ 230 20–50 documents 35 collections (4 > 100 documents)
TSlarge 9 250–500 documents 1 collection (557 documents)
TSskew ≈ 50 manually compiled from TSsmall and TSlarge aiming for low

overlap, to analyse shortcomings w.r.t. collection skew

The queries have partly been taken from a developing gold standard of the
FPIS. As an exceptionality of the FPIS, they are typically hybrid, i.e., they
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consist of semantic elements identifying concepts or instances of the ontology
and literals which resemble keywords.

The query intents classified by Broder [12] for Web search (informational,
navigational, transactional) can not be applied directly, but the queries can
roughly be distinguished between:

– immediate informational: the query should return one document and ideally
answer the information need in the first document snippet

– composed informational: the information need can’t be answered by a single
document, but several relevant documents need to be studied for an answer

Navigational queries can be considered similar to immediate informational
queries in that they focus on a single document (instead of a certain Web site),
whereas transactional queries are inapplicable here.

4.2 Results

The CORI algorithm has been modified to select a variable set of collections,
based on a fixed threshold. It produced mixed but consistent results for a set
of 12 queries. With short queries identifying a certain product, CORI typically
selected very few selections and ranked the most relevant with a high accuracy.

For immediate informational queries, such as “[product] error 3”, perfor-
mance dropped significantly, apparently because the discriminating first query
part was suppressed. The algorithm failed to rank the most relevant resource
topmost for about half the queries, but it always remained above the threshold.

Composed informational queries showed a worse performance, with a distinct
uncertainty in the selection results indicated by a low precision. For example,
the query “’sensor drive’ fitting procedure” yields some documents explaining
how to install such a product option, but CORI fails to accurately distinguish
collections using these barely specific terms. Furthermore, applying clustering to
the distribution of CORI scores would not clearly discern relevant sources.

5 Conclusions

The preliminary evaluation shows that the performance of existing syntactic al-
gorithms varies considerably regarding the kind of query. For more ambiguous
queries, the syntactic approach is blatantly limited. Resource selection perfor-
mance will probably benefit from a more thorough knowledge based analysis.
The envisioned federated product information system supports this extension
by providing semantic annotation services and an integrated hybrid query pro-
cessing. Thus, users are encouraged to explicitly define the intended query terms
in order to improve precision.

Future research will evaluate the existing algorithm quantitatively, based on
an extended set of queries, and propose an index structure for efficient match-
making of semantic query terms. We expect that an independent feature model
and algorithms like Naive Bayes can be applied to combine the individual plug-
ins’ results.
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